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The challenging conversion of natural elementary
fibrils into Man-Made Cellulosic Fibres
The target of this presentation:
To promote a shared insight among pulp producers, MMCF
manufacturers and technology developers into the key factors and
mechanisms affecting the formation of spinnable cellulose solution.
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The fibrillar, layered structure of a wood
fibre cell wall 7).
• This illustrates well also the structure of
cellulose fibres in wood pulp.

The structure of cotton fibre.
• A computer-generated montage of a fiber
segment constructed from individual transmission
electron micrographs (TEMs) and scanning
electron micrographs (SEMs) 8) .

7) Krässig, H.A. (1993). Cellulose - Structure, Accessibility and Reactivity. Yverdon, Switzerland: Gordon and Breach Publishers
8) Wakelyn P.J. et al.(2007); Cotton Fiber Chemistry and Technology; In : International Fiber Science and Technology Series, ed.
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Lewin M.; Taylor & Francis & CRC Press.

The cell wall is assembled by a fascinating apparatus
developed by evolution over millions of years

Elementary fibrils

Hypothetical model of subunits of the
Cellulose Synthase Complex (CSC),
where Cellulose Synthase (CS)
enzymes produce cellulose polymer
chains1).

Scheme of the synthesis of elementary fibrils
in the CSC, through combining 6x6 cellulose
polymer chains, and the different levels of
organization in the cell wall structure.
CESA=Cellulose synthase enzyme2,3).
(Scheme reconstructed 5))

1) Delmer, D.P. et al., (1995): Cellulose biosynthesis. Plant Cell, 7/1995, 987-1000
2) Lerouxel, O. et al. (2006); Biosynthesis of plant cell wall polysaccharides – a complex process. Curr. Opin. Plant Biol., 9
3) Moore, R. et al.; (2007) Introduction to Botany, University of Arkansas, http://www.ualr.edu/botany.
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The cell wall is assembled by a fascinating apparatus
developed by evolution over millions of years

Two simulated snapshots (at times t and t+1) presenting the linear movement of one CSC
(Cellulose Synthase Complex) along the cell’s plasma membrane during the growth of
cell wall 4).
• Each coloured string represents six cellulose polymer molecules, which are combined to form an
elementary fibril made of 36 cellulose polymer molecules.
• Driven primarily by the cellulose molecules’ high hydrogen bonding capacity, elementary fibrils
aggregate into microfibrils, when also elementary crystallites (diameter typically 5-6 nm; length few
tens of nm) are formed. Also, the amorphous parts of microfibrils are oriented to high degree.
Microfibrils then further aggregate to form macrofibrils and the cell wall 4,5)
4) Diotallevi, F.; Mulder, B. The cellulose synthase complex: a polymerization driven supramolecular motor. Biophys. J.,
2007, 92, 2666–2673.
5) Le Moigne, N., 2008: Chapter 1: State of the Art -Review on cellulose biosynthesis, structure and dissolution

mechanisms; In: Swelling and dissolution mechanisms of cellulose fibres; Doctoral dissertation; École Nationale
Supérieure des Mines de Paris
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The cell wall is assembled by a fascinating apparatus
developed by evolution over millions of years
5nm

Cross-section of 36-chain
elementary fibril of plant
cell wall, showing number
of cellulose chains (Ch).

100nm
Fringed fibrillar structure of the cell wall presented on
macro- and microfibril level and elementary fibril level 5) .

• Chains 1-6 form the true
crystalline core

• Chains 7-18 form the
subcrystalline middle
layer and
• Chains 19-36 the sub- or
noncrystalline
outer layer
6)

6) Ding SY, Himmel ME (2006) The maize primary cell wall microfibril: a new model derived from direct visualization.
J. Agric. Food Chem. 54:597-606
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The fibrillar, layered structure of a wood
fibre cell wall 7).
• This illustrates well also the structure of
cellulose fibres in wood pulp.

The structure of cotton fibre.
• A computer-generated montage of a fiber
segment constructed from individual transmission
electron micrographs (TEMs) and scanning
electron micrographs (SEMs) 8) .

It’s a very demanding task to disassemble such a cross-laminated, fibrillar
structure, made of stiff, densely interlinked polymer chains, and to transform
it to defectless solution suitable for filament spinning.
7) Krässig, H.A. (1993). Cellulose - Structure, Accessibility and Reactivity. Yverdon, Switzerland: Gordon and Breach Publishers
8) Wakelyn P.J. et al.(2007); Cotton Fiber Chemistry and Technology; In : International Fiber Science and Technology Series, ed.
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Disassembling the solid cell wall structure into
spinnable solution
A variety of solvent
systems are
successfully used for
spinning cellulosic
fibres in industrial or
demo scale.
In any solvent,
dissolution of
structured pulp fibres
is a gradual process.

Solutions are micellar,
not molecular (maybe
with the exception of
certain ionic liquids)

Swelling and dissolution mechanisms of wood and
cotton fibres in function of the solvent quality 5, 9) .

NaOH isn’t a very
good solution for
cellulose xanthate
either.

9) Cuissinat, C.; Navard P. Swelling and dissolution of cellulose, Part I: free floating cotton and
wood fibres in N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide – water mixtures. Macromol. Symp., 2006, 244
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Viscose spinning dope is charactrerized by
an interlocking network with microscopic
gel particles 11)

Cellulose solutions are not molecularly dispersed
systems. They compsire of ordered structures like
fringed micelles, which tend to further aggregate
into larger structures.
• The crystalline core of such micelle is insoluble,
yet the soluble coronas at its ends enable the
formation of stable solutions 10).
In NMMO spinning dope cellulose forms
compact aggregates of fringed micelles11)
10) B. Morgenstern, H.-W. Kammer/Polymer 40 (1999) 1299–1304
11) Röder T. et al.(2003); Charakterisierung der Lösungsstrukturen in technisch relevanten
Celluloselösungen; Lenzinger Berichte, 82 , 118-127
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Defects and impurities in spinning dope
Typical sources of (microscopic)
particulates in viscose dope 12) :
• Poorly dissolved cellulose xanthate /
unreacted domains in Na-cellulose / poorly
swollen cellulose / hornified domains in pulp
fibres.
• Remains of biological structures may be found.

• Extractives
• Depending on wood species and pulping &
bleaching

• Sand

Typical dissolved impurities
• Hemicellulose xanthates
12)

12) Kolos F. (1967); Die Eigenschaften der Viskose a) Die chemische Zusammensetzung;
In: Chemiefasern nach dem Viskoseverfahren; III Teil, 16 C; Springer Verlag Berlin Heidelberg GmbH10

The viscose process is relatively complex, but still
the prevailing process in MMCF manufacture
Critical process stages
from pulp to viscose
spinning dope:
• Operation of AC press
• Solid-state reactions
involving pulp fibres:
• Formation of Nacellulose pulp(AC aging)
• Xanthation with CS2
• Dissolution of cellulose
xanthate fibre crumps

• Several dope filtration
stages
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Assessing pulps’ suitability for the viscose process and
optimizing process conditions by relevant testing methods

Bench-scale Sund-type alkali cellulose press
Softwood pulps and hardwood pulps, and blends of them, require different pressing parameters
for optimal operation. Also, e.g. wood species and bleaching process have an impact on pressability.
Dope preparation and fiterability testing

(SciTech-Service Oy MMCF laboratory)
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NMMO-Lyocell process is considerably simpler
than the viscose process
Only few stages from pulp to spinning dope
• The economical feasibility relies heavily on
the efficiency of solvent (NMMO) recovery.

• Direct
dissolution
of
cellulose
leads to
high dope
viscosity
and high
pressure in
filtration
and
spinning.

Figure from: Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft (2019) Focus Responsible Production.
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Ionic Liquids represent the solvent systems currently
used for preparing MMCF (in bench & demo scale)
Ionic liquids can dissolve cellulose of lower purity

The IonCell process 13) . (enzymatic activation shown here) – or even raw biomass.
• Dissolved impurities, which don’t precipitate as fibres must be
purged from the closed circulation

Only few stages
from pulp to
spinning dope

13) Stepan, A. M., Michud, A., Hellstén, S., Hummel, M. and Sixta, H. (2016) ‘IONCELL-P&F: Pulp
Fractionation and Fiber Spinning with Ionic Liquids’, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research,
55(29), pp. 8225–8233. doi: 10.1021/acs.iecr.6b00071.
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High number of spinnerets is common to all
MMCF manufacturing processes *) .
Typical spinneret design for viscose spinning

50µm hole diameter
2000 holes per spinneret

• Typically c. 4000 spinnerets (8 000 000 holes) in a 60 000t/a
VSF production line
• Regular spinneret cleaning is required even with good quality dope
• Poor dope quality, which may be caused by porr pulp quality, leads
to excessive contamination or blockingh of spinneret holes
• Compensating poor dope quality by increasing hole size leads to
poor filament formation.
*) with the exception of electrospinning
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The final fine structure of ManMade Cellulosic textile Fibre is
rather similar to the original fringed
fibrillar structure of the source
plant’s cell wall.
During the biosynthesis as well as
during the industrial spinning
process, the formation of this
stucture is contorlled by the unique
properties of cellulose polymer
chain:
• Stiffness,

• High hydrogen bonding capacity
• Capabilty of stacking by
hydrophobic van der Waals forces

Fringed fibriller structure of NMMOLyocell fibre 14).

14) Schuster K.C. et al. (2003); Characterising the emerging Lyocell fibres structures by ultra small
angle neutron scattering (USANS); Lenzinger Berichte, 82, 107-117
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Lignocellulosics pilot plant &
laboratory in Rauma
•

Laboratory and versatile pilotscale reactor stations for upscaling processes and for
simulating industrial pulping,
biomass fractionation, biorefinery
processes

•

Proof of concept tests, process
and parameter optimization
projects

•

Kg scale sample preparation for
product characterization and
down stream testing (cellulose,
lignin, hemicelluloses, by-products)

•

30y+ experience with large variety
of raw-materials and processes

Rauma pilot hall overview

Pressed lignin cake

Lignin filtration and displacement
washing unit (kg-scale )
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• MMCF (Man-made Cellulosic Fiber) trials
and tests, for instance:
• Testing of dissolving pulps for suitability
to viscose manufacture (bench scale),
dope quality assessment and recipe
optimization.
• Pulp specific production recipes for
viscose fibre manufacture

Viscose spinning dope preparation

Nanollose Ltd.

MMFC laboratory in Espoo,
Finland

• Fiber spinning trials (bench scale)
optimization of fiber spinning
parameters and after treatment
• Related analyses of pulp viscose dope
and viscose fiber

• Fibre sample preparation and analyses
(& conversion to yarn, fabric)
• (NMMO/Lyocell lab. in progress)
• Extensive reference database, from lab &
pilot trials and from industrial operations
(e.g., from former Säteri/Avilon) covering
various pulp raw-materials and filament
products.

Fiber spinning
machine
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